

Go out for a walk. How many
different types of trees and flowers
can you find?
Use the links below to help you.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?tim

Design

Research, Sort and Classify

Identification 1


Can you name 5 vegetables?



Design your perfect garden.



Can you name 5 fruits?



Label all the plants in your garden.



What is the difference between



e_continue=3&v=yp1NpIvwwj4&featu

vegetables and fruits?

Research: Trees and the Environment

Sort the pictures below into fruits



Why do trees have leaves?

and vegetables.



Why are trees important to our
planet?
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http://www.greatplanthunt.org/



Investigation: Where do fruit and

Draw pictures of these flowers,

vegetables grow?

plants and trees.




Make sure to identify what types of




Draw a diagram of a tree
throughout each season.
What will the tree look like in
Spring, Summer, Autumn and

What do you notice?

Name of

Grows above

Grows below

vegetable or

ground.

ground

fruit

Winter?


Investigate where they grow and
make a table of your findings.

Identify and Label



Do vegetables and fruits grow
underground or above ground?

flowers, plants and trees they are.



Write a fact file about trees

Label each season and explain
what is happening to the tree.

Plants

National Curriculum Expectations
•

identify and name a variety of

Scientific Vocabulary:


root, seed, trunk, branch, stem, bark,

common wild and garden plants,

Year 1 Science Takeaway

including deciduous and evergreen

Homework Menu

trees
•

identify and describe the basic
structure of a variety of common
flowering plants, including trees.

•

observe changes across the four
seasons

Leaf, flower, blossom, petal, fruit, berry,
stalk, bud,



Names of trees in the local area



Names of garden and wild flowering
plants in the local area



Names of seasons.

Takeaway homework guidelines


It is up to you to choose what task to
complete.



Choose a task that is appropriate – but
remember, the more you push yourself
the more of a scientist you will become!

